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Francisco Escobar's Imaginative LEGO

Designs on LEGO Ideas Spark Global

Enthusiasm for Iconic Storybook

Creations

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA, July 10,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Reimagined

Dr. Seuss classics into LEGO sets—"The

Grinch," "The Cat in the Hat," and "The

Lorax"— gather support on LEGO Ideas

for global production approval.

Embark on a whimsical journey with

LEGO sets from Dr. Seuss

The Grinch, The Cat in the Hat, and The

Lorax, along with their beloved friends

and iconic settings like Whoville and the Truffula Tree Forest, have been meticulously crafted into

detailed LEGO sets as part of the designer Francisco Escobar's project on ideas.lego.com. This

platform is renowned for bringing other magical favorites to life, such as Sesame Street and

Winnie the Pooh.

You can check out these three projects and their details at VoteForBricks.com. These book-

inspired set designs aim to become actual LEGO sets available worldwide if they reach 10,000

votes on LEGO Ideas. Voting is free for anyone and in case these projects achieve the 10K goal

and are approved by LEGO, fans could have their own LEGO sets based on these stories they

love much.

The journey of these projects has gained thousands of supporters and reached several

milestones in the past. Now, the three projects are ready for a vote once more on this website to

gain supporters for becoming official LEGO sets.

Iconic stories reimagined as beautiful LEGO book sets

Each set is designed with complex details, vibrant colors, and endless fun to bring the original

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://voteforbricks.com/


books to life:

"How the Grinch Stole Christmas!" includes a micro Whoville layout, Mt. Crumpit, the Grinch's

cave, a Whos' interior house, a sleigh, and a chalet feast scene with the Grinch, Cindy Lou Who,

and Max.

"The Cat in the Hat" set features the Cat, Thing 1, Thing 2, the kids, the cleaning machine, the big

red wood box, the mom's room, the house's entrance, the living room, and a ton of toys.

"The Lorax" Join the Lorax and his friends in the Truffula forest against the Once-ler! The set

contains the machinery and pipes of the entrance to the factory, a micro-factory, the Once-ler's

house, and the courageous boy with the seed.

What is LEGO Ideas and How to Vote?

LEGO Ideas is an ingenious platform that allows unique designs to be submitted and rally

support from the community for a chance at getting their creations transformed into actual

official LEGO products. The projects of "LEGO The Grinch," "LEGO The Cat in the Hat," and "LEGO

The Lorax" are on the platform, gathering support to get reviewed.

Voting is easy. Anyone can vote by going to  VoteForBricks.com to find direct links to each project

or you can go to LEGO Ideas and look up these project names.

On each project page, press the yellow "Support" button while logged into your existing LEGO

account (you can create one in seconds) and you're done.

Spread the news to your friends and family members who could also be interested in seeing

these LEGO sets brought to life. Every vote counts.

Exploring the World of LEGO; A Dream Inspired by Bricks

Francisco Escobar (LegoFan_506 on LEGO Ideas) envisions translating the stories of Dr. Seuss

into captivating LEGO creations. "The enchanting tales of Dr. Seuss possess a charm that

resonates with both children and adults. Watching kids interact with these narratives through

play with characters recreated in LEGO sets would be a dream realized " he expressed.

With a background in design spanning animation, advertising, and currently UX/UI design

Francisco's passion for LEGO remains steadfast despite his professional pursuits. His personal

LEGO projects have garnered attention and been showcased on various media platforms.

Francisco's ultimate goal is to transition his love for LEGO into a fulfilling career by collaborating

with the brand.

Keep up to date with Francisco Escobars LEGO endeavors and Dr. Seuss-inspired projects by

following him on Instagram at BrickFran506.

http://voteforbricks.com/
https://www.instagram.com/brickfran506
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